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The superyacht SOUTH embodies 
elegance without extravagance. 

Ideal to rent for a cruise in the 
Mediterranean, with family or friends, 

the SOUTH promises you a cruise 
rhyming with moments of pleasure.



Delivered in 2020 by the Ferretti Yachts 
shipyards, the SOUTH continues the 
tradition of luxury yachting. The 11 
passengers will be able to sail at their 
ease. 5 spacious cabins combine refined 
and contemporary decoration with cosy 
comfort to offer intimate cocoons for 
each charterer. The clever contrast of 
the bright interior with white to grey tones 
creates a modern and refined 
atmosphere.
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M/Y SOUTH is characterized by its vast 
outdoor relaxing areas comprising her 
oversized sundeck complete with spa-
pool Jacuzzi, hardtop for shade when 
needed, as well as her sunbathing and 
lounging areas. Active-minded guests 
looking to stay in shape whilst on board 
the SOUTH superyacht will be able to 
train in style enjoying panoramic sea 
views thanks to the treadmill and 
Technogym exercise bike available on 
the top deck. The same approach of 
maximizing living space has been put to 
the fore when designing the extra-large 
bathing platform in a beach club style, 
the aft cockpit, and the bow sunbathing 
with a u-shaped seating area on the 
upper foredeck.
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Onboard, the art of living is the 
watchword and extends to the 
outdoor areas, designed by Zuccon, 
which will encourage you to relax 
and unwind. To fully relax, you can 
rely on the professionalism and 
friendliness of the 7 crew members. 
On the flybridge, the jacuzzi and 
sunbathing areas will be the scene of 
evenings under the starlight, with a 
glass of cocktail or champagne in 
hand. For an entertaining 
experience, you can try your hand at 
the risky game of towed buoys. Some 
of you might end up in the water, for 
the greater amusement of others.



.
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The yacht SOUTH will take you on a 
peaceful and exhilarating voyage. 
You can sail along the French 
Riviera, discover the red rocks of the 
Estérel massif before bathing in the 
wild and festive universe of the Gulf 
of Saint-Tropez and plunge into the 
sublime preserved scenery of the 
Golden Islands and the Port-Cros 
National Park. You can also take a 
cruise not far away, towards the 
Italian Riviera, where the Cinque 
Terre unveils creeks with turquoise 
waters and villages nestled in the 
rock.



Charter yacht SOUTH is steady as a 
rock, yet light as a ripple without any 
compromises to comfort; an 
unparalleled superyacht that is fitted 
with the latest electro-hydraulic and 
gyroscopic stabilizer systems, for both, 
comfort underway and at anchor. 
Onboard entertainment is guaranteed 
thanks to the latest state-of-the-art 
infotainment and audio-visual systems, 
whereby the fun out on the sea is 
guaranteed with not less than even 3 
jet-skis, 2 diving scooters plus water skis, 
and stand-up paddleboards.
.
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Master cabin
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Bathroom  details
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VIP Cabin
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Tenders and Toys:

5.05m Williams tender, 
3-seater Yamaha wave runner, 
water skis, 
2 stand-up paddleboards, 
2 Seabobs, 
donuts and snorkeling gear
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Technical Specs
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Layout
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Price list 

� Charter rates – Retail price list :

Weekly rate Daily rate

� June € 120.000,00 TBC

� July € 135.000,00                  TBC 

� August € 135.000,00                  TBC 

� Our offer includes: 

� taxes, crew ( 6 people) , mooring, insurance cat. A ( full insurance),
licenses, transfer from the villa to the harbour and back – soft drinks –

� weekly rate : two free daily lunch for six people

� Not included:

� Italian Vat (22%),fuel, galley, mooring taxes in different harbor of our
base
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Reservation terms 

� Security deposit: yes

� In advance, at reservation 50 %

� To settle 30 days before emb. 50 %

� Possibility One Way: yes
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Contact
� Spice Yacht srl

� Mobile: +39 348 0549109
� Phone: +39 0187 765602

Reg.Office : Piazza Caduti Per La Liberta’N.30, 19124 La Spezia
HQ : Via Giacomo Doria N.74, 19124 La Spezia

Web: www.spiceyacht.com |  Mail: info@spiceyacht.com
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